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Abstract
Transcription factors represent the crucial role of controlling gene transcription in 
cancer development and progression. However, their functions in gastric cancer have 
not been thoroughly characterized. For this study, we comprehensively evaluated 
the correlation between infiltration patterns of tumor microenvironment (TME) cells 
and TFs expression in the cohort of stomach adenocarcinoma (STAD) from TCGA 
database. We integrally explored differential expression panel and prognostic value 
of candidate TFs in TCGA-STAD cohort. Notably, we found a key transcription fac-
tor named HEYL, which its expression level was correlated with stromal component 
transformation of TME. HEYL was regularly high expressed in gastric cancer and 
correlated with patients’ poor prognosis. Knockdown of HEYL prominently abro-
gated the tendency of cell proliferation, migration, and progression in gastric cancer. 
Consistently, overexpression of HEYL strikingly accelerated the gastric carcinoma 
development through activating oncogenic signaling pathways and transcriptional 
activation of cadherin 11 (CDH11). Our findings not only identified the close rela-
tionship between TFs and TME phenotype, but also emphasized the crucial impor-
tance of TFs, especially HEYL, which could be identified as a candidate biomarker 
to evaluate prognostic risk and therapeutic effect in gastric cancer.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Gastric cancer (GC) is known as a gastrointestinal malig-
nance with dismal clinical outcome and shows increasing in-
cidence and mortality worldwide.1 Even though the medical 
applications and clinical managements have developed such 
as immunotherapy and neoadjuvant therapy, the curative ef-
fect and 5-year survival rate of gastric cancer remains to be 
improved.2 Affirmatively, the developing cancer genomic 
method has shown the important technology used in clinical 
and fundamental institutions to investigate the novel diagnos-
tic and therapeutic target in gastric cancer. Recent researches 
have indicated the significance between tumor-related con-
stituents and signaling pathways in tumor microenvironment 
and malignant cells, indicating the exploration of intracellular 
relationship is more significant at single cell perspective.3-5

A large amount of works suggested the vital roles of TME 
formation or transition in tumor progression and therapeutic re-
sponse.6,7 Indeed, the diverse stromal components such as fibro-
blasts and mesenchymal stromal cells could serve as the mediators 
for tumor stromal cells intensive communications and ultimately 
coordinate the construction of tumorigenic microenvironment.8

Transcriptional factors (TFs) are crucial regulatory fac-
tors in orchestrating gene expression in the duration of cancer 
development. Several investigations uncovered TFs conduct 
potential functions in remodeling TME cells transforma-
tion and control cancer cells proliferation and migration.9,10 
Meanwhile, studies have also focused on understanding bi-
ological functions and potential regulated networks of TFs 
in stromal components of GC, especially for cancer-associ-
ated fibroblasts (CAFs), and tumor-associated mesenchymal 
stromal cells (TA-MSCs).10-12 To date, the comprehensive 
investigation among the TFs landscape and TME compo-
nents with their molecular functions of carcinogenesis in 
gastric cancer has not yet been completely elucidated.

In our current research, we systematically curated the 
TFs prognostic risks and correlated their characteristics on 
GC-TME heterogeneity by investigating the TCGA-STAD 
transcriptional profiles. We found that high-risk TFs were as-
sociated with activation of cancer-related signaling and TME 
remodeling, especially in mesenchymal component accumu-
lation and stromal cell infiltrating. Moreover, we identified a 
key transcriptional factor HEYL that significantly promotes 
stromal component accumulation and serves as an indepen-
dent prognostic biomarker in GC. Highly expressed HEYL 
was frequently observed in STAD malignant tissues and as-
sociated with patient's dismal survival. Moreover, we found 
HEYL enhances gastric carcinogenesis through activating 
oncogenic signaling pathways and regulating CDH11 expres-
sion under DNA level in GC cells. In summary, we precisely 
demonstrated a quantified TME infiltration pattern remod-
eling by TFs and found HEYL could represent a potentially 
prognostic and therapeutic target in gastric cancer.

2 |  MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Human specimen and survival 
information

The 117 paired tumor and paracancerous tissues were ac-
quired from the Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University 
(Shanghai, China) in the duration between September 2015 
and August 2019. Informed consent was signed by all pa-
tients. All the 117 patients with gastric cancer have OS infor-
mation, among which 107 patients include DFS follow-up.

2.2 | Statistical analysis

The different expression results of candidate transcription 
factors in TCGA-STAD cohort was conducted by moderate 
Student's t test using R package limma. The quantitative vari-
ables were preferentially analyzed by Shapiro-Wilk normality 
test to validate their normality, then the statistical results for 
normally distributed data were analyzed by Student's t test, 
the non-normally distributed variables were further estimated 
by Mann-Whitney U tests. We used the Kaplan-Meier analy-
sis to construct OS and DFS cumulative curves for the bino-
mial classes, and the log-rank test was conducted to evaluate 
the statistical significance between two cumulative plots. The 
hazard ratios of univariate and multivariate analysis were 
generated from Cox proportional hazard regression analysis.

The comparison of diagnosis performance between 
HEYL and traditional gastrointestinal biomarker CA19-9 
was analyzed by receiver operating characteristic curve 
analysis. The statistical differences between two ROC plots 
and the AUC with 95% confidence intervals were com-
puted by DeLong test. The R platform (V3.5.2, https://
www.r-proje ct.org/) was implemented to conduct all sta-
tistical analyses. All statistical analyses were executed by 
two-sided test and the test results shown P-value  <  .05 
were considered as statistically significant. The R pack-
ages “Limma”, “pROC”, “survival”, “clusterProfiler”, and 
“pheatmap” were used in this study.

Others detailed materials and methods are presented in 
the Supplementary Material

3 |  RESULTS

3.1 | The differentially expressed 
transcription factors with prognostic 
significance in TCGA-STAD cohort

We first analyzed the differential expression pattern of 1935 
TF genes in GC tissue. In TCGA-STAD cohort, we se-
lected all 27 paired tissues (tumor and normal tissue) as an 

https://www.r-project.org/
https://www.r-project.org/
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expression profile to conduct different expressed analysis 
for each TF gene. The results indicated that 419 TFs were 
upregulated in gastric cancer compared with paracarcinoma 
samples, whereas 64 genes were downexpressed in tumor 
(Figure 1A; Table S1).

We then explored the clinical significance of differentially 
expressed TFs, an overall survival analysis was executed to 
estimate the association between these different expressed 
TFs and patient's prognostic outcome. The TFs transcriptional 
profiles of 370 GC samples (gene level, quantified by FPKM) 
and clinical information in TCGA-STAD cohort were used 
for OS analysis. The tumor samples were grouped binomially 
by the optimal cutoff of all TFs, the OS curves were gener-
ated by Kaplan-Meier plot and differential analysis between 
each two OS cumulative plot was tested by log-rank test 
(see Materials and Methods). As a result, 30 downregulated 
TF and 159 upregulated TF were associated with patients’ 
over-survival (P < .05; Figure 1B). Among these candidate 
genes, 59 TFs were shown as high risk for patients’ prognosis 

(hazard ratio >1, Figure 1B). Consistently, we systematically 
demonstrated the expression level, fold-change, prognostic 
hazard ratio, and tumor stage correlation of dysregulated TFs 
in an apparent layout, and these prognosis-associated TFs 
were selected for subsequent analysis to explore their biolog-
ical functions on TME (Figure 1B).

3.2 | The relationship between prognostic 
TFs and the landscape of TME in 
gastric cancer

To further understand and characterize the biological func-
tions and clinical implications of selected TFs inside tumor 
microenvironment, we constructed the TME cells infiltrating 
pattern by two algorithms (see Data S1) and systematically 
evaluated their effects on patient's overall survival from pub-
lic TCGA-STAD database (Figure 1C, Table S2). Two main 
TME cells infiltration subtypes (fibroblasts and activated 

F I G U R E  1  Differentially expressed transcription factors with prognostic significance in TCGA-STAD cohort. (A) Three-dimensional scatter 
plot of dysregulated TF genes in gastric cancer. (B) The circos drawing generated by all candidate TFs with their statistical results from TCGA-
STAD cohort. The figure constructs by five panel: i) the first panel indicates the log2 transfer average expression level of TFs in tumor samples; 
ii) the second panel shows the log2 transferred mean fold-change of selected TFs compared by tumor and normal tissues; iii) the third panel shows 
the P-value (–log10 transferred) of log-rank test; iv) the fourth panel demonstrates the hazard ratio of univariate-cox test of each TF, the red, blue, 
and green line refer to the HR and its upper and lower 95% CI, respectively; v) the last panel refers the correlation coefficients (R) generated from 
the results by comparing tumor stage and TFs expression level. The higher the value, the darker crimson color highlighted in the cell. (C) The 
prognosis evaluation of tumor microenvironment cell types. The size of each bubble represents the HR value of each TME fraction type, and the 
OS results calculated used the formula –log 10 (Log-rank test P-value)
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memory CD4 T-cell) were correlated with prognostic evalu-
ation in tumor tissues (P-value < 0.05, log-rank test) and one 
of the stromal-related component (fibroblasts) serves as a 
risk factor for patient's overall survival (hazard ratio >1.53, 
P < .05; Figure 1C, Table S2).

We further investigated whether the candidate prognostic 
TFs participant in the biological processes of TME formation 
and reconstruction in gastric cancer. We received the selected 
TF genes expression profile in TCGA-STAD cohort and strati-
fied the total 370 samples into two groups (cluster A and cluster 
B) by hierarchical agglomerative clustering (Ward's linkage, 
Figure 2A). Most of the risk TFs were distributed in cluster A 
whereas the favorable factor TFs were fully recorded in cluster 
B. Meanwhile, the statistical differences of infiltrating TME 
cells among two main clustered phenotypes were detected by 
Mann-Whitney U test (Figure 2B). We then estimated the as-
sociation between the above-mentioned TFs and infiltration 
patterns of TME cells, the results represented the stromal re-
lated component (endothelial cell, fibroblast and stromal cell) 

significantly correlated with risk-factor-TFs, whereas the favor-
able TFs showed high association with infiltration of immune 
faction (Figure  2C). Notably, the results of overall survival 
analysis shown the patients in TME cluster A (96 patients, stro-
mal-correlated cluster) correlated with dismal prognosis com-
pared with TME cluster B (274 patients, immune-correlated 
cluster; P < .05, log-rank test; Figure 2D). These results indi-
cated that the expression profile of prognosis-related TFs was 
associated with different infiltrating pattern of tumor microen-
vironment components (stromal and immune cells) and by sep-
arated patients into two groups with overall survival distinction.

3.3 | Identification of the stromal-correlated 
signatures and functional annotations

We further explored whether the candidate risk TFs regulate 
downstream targets and then perform underlying biological 
function in stromal transformation of TME progression. We 

F I G U R E  2  The relationship between prognostic TFs and the landscape of TME in gastric cancer. (A) Unsupervised analysis and hierarchical 
clustering of candidate TFs based on expression profile derived from TCGA-STAD cohort to classify patients into two groups (indicated in a red 
and blue box). (B) The boxplot of TME component in two TME clusters. Within each group, the scattered dots represent scaled TME fraction 
expression values. The thick line represents the median value. The bottom and top of the boxes are the 25th and 75th percentiles (interquartile 
range). The whiskers encompass 1.5 times the interquartile range. The statistical difference of two clusters were compared through the Mann-
Whitney U test. (C) The hierarchical clustering heatmap represents the correlation coefficient between selected TFs and tumor microenvironment 
fractions. (D) Kaplan-Meier curves for overall survival of TCGA-STAD 370 patients with TF-based classed. The number of patients in cluster A 
and B phenotypes are n = 96 and n = 274, respectively. The statistical difference between two survival curves was tested by log-rank test. *P < .05; 
**P < .01; ***P < .001
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identified 2055 differential expressed genes (DEGs) which up-
regulated in TME cluster A group (FDR <0.05, fold-change 
>1.25) by limma package (see Materials and Methods) and 
these representative DEGs were selected to perform enrichment 
analysis and function annotation across TCGA-STAD cohort.

We first used the single sample GSEA algorithm to depict 
the enrichment landscape of cancer hallmark gene signatures 
in total 370 TCGA-STAD samples, as well as enrichment 
scores generated from each sample were fully clustered by 
hierarchical clustering method (Ward's linkage). The results 
indicated that the TGF-β, Wnt/beta-catenin pathway, apical 
junction, and epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) sig-
natures were fully enriched in TME cluster A. Meanwhile, 
the subtype group of TME cluster B acquired the high en-
richment level of PI3K-AKT-mTOR signaling, DNA repair, 
G2M checkpoint, and E2F targets signatures (Figure  3A). 
Meanwhile, we used the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis 
(GSEA) to identify the enrichment of cancer hallmark path-
ways with extract statistical results (Figure 3B).

Moreover, the results of KEGG pathway analysis showed 
that the gene signatures upregulated in TME cluster A were 
enriched in typical pathways involved in tumor development 
or progression such as pathways in cancer, Wnt/beta-catenin 

signaling pathway, cell adhesion molecules, and adherents 
junctions (Figure  3C). Gene ontology enrichment analysis 
showed the cell component, molecular function, and biolog-
ical process module referred to TME cluster A were highly 
associated with cellular membrane remodeling, cytoskeletal re-
arrangement, and the receptor activation of cancer-related path-
way (Figure 3D-F). These functional annotation results implied 
the underlying biological mechanism mediated by TFs in TME 
elements transition and explored their downstream signaling 
pathways in cancer development and progression.

3.4 | HEYL serves as a promising 
diagnostic biomarker and predicts prognosis in 
gastric cancer

The preceding results mentioned the biological functions 
of risk TFs in TME component rebuilding and cancer-
related pathways activating. However, it is worthwhile 
to point out the key regulator especially participate in 
gastric cancer carcinogenesis. As a result, ten of the 
high-risk TFs (Figure  1B, red highlighted) were shown 
significantly correlation with tumor stage indicated 

F I G U R E  3  Identification of the stromal correlated signatures and functional annotations. (A) The heatmap with unsupervised analysis and 
hierarchical clustering shows the enrichment score of cancer hallmark gene sets enrich in cluster A/B based on the ssGSEA method for TCGA-
STAD cohort. (B) Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of hallmark gene sets downloaded from MSigDB database. All transcripts were ranked 
by log2 (fold change) between gene clusters A and B. Each run was performed with 1,000 permutations. Enrichment results with significant 
associations in TME cluster A were shown on enrich plot curve. (C) KEGG pathway analysis performed by the DAVID platform for upregulated 
DEGs in cluster A. The KEGG pathway with P-value < .05 was shown in bubble plot. (D-F) Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of the 
cluster A relevant signature genes demonstrated by cell component, molecular function, and biological process module. The x-axis indicates the 
P-value of signatures within each GO term
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their underlying biological function both on tumor and 
TME cells. Meanwhile, the Gene Set Cancer Analysis 
(GSCALite) webserver was used to characterize the can-
cerous pathway activity of selected TFs and hes related 
family bHLH transcription factor with YRPW motif like 
(HEYL) performed outstanding percentage in association 
with EMT (Figure S1). Furthermore, in the TCGA-STAD 
cohort, the samples with upregulated HEYL represented 
high enrichment of EMT, TGF-β and Wnt/beta-catenin 
pathways (GSEA analysis, P < .05; Figure 4A).

To explore whether the expression pattern of HEYL 
was an independent prognostic factor in gastric cancer, we 
carried out multivariate Cox analyses on HEYL expression 
values and other clinical information (age, gender, tumor 
stage, number of lymph node metastasis, mutation burden, 

and tumor subtype) as covariates in TCGA-STAD cohort. 
Our results showed that the expression levels of HEYL and 
tumor stage III, IV were independent prognostic risk factors 
which correlated with patients’ dismal survival (P <  .05, 
Figure 4B). The GC individual with a high expression level 
of HEYL in tumors harbored a 1.94-fold high risk of death 
(P  <  .001; 95% CI, 1.302-2.90). Multivariate results im-
plied that the expression level of HEYL, tumor stage, and 
tumor size represented the approximate power to estimating 
GC patients’ prognosis (P < .05, Figure 4C). Adequately, 
we further validated the expression levels of HEYL in our 
internal 117 GC paired tissues, the HEYL was significantly 
upregulated in tumor samples compared with normal gas-
tric tissues at the mRNA levels (P < .001; Figure 4D). The 
survival analysis demonstrated that GC patients with high 

F I G U R E  4  HEYL serves as a promising diagnostic biomarker and predicts prognosis in gastric cancer. (A) The GSEA results indicate 
the HEYL upregulated sample show significantly enriched in EMT pathway compare to HEYL downregulated group. (B) The table of 
multivariate analyses using the Cox proportional hazard regression model comparing HEYL expression values with other factors (age, gender, 
tumor stage, lymph nodes, and mutation burden and tumor subtype) as covariates. (C) The results of uni- and multivariate analyses using the 
Cox proportional hazard regression model for HEYL mRNA levels and other clinical indexes in our internal cohort. The variable Hazard Ratio 
with 95%CI generated by Cox test were presented by liner point plot. (D) HEYL mRNA levels were quantified in 117 pairs of gastric cancer 
tissues and adjacent nontumor gastric tissues. (E) Kaplan-Meier curves of overall survival in 117 gastric cancer patients validated by HEYL 
mRNA expression levels. (F) The comparison of diagnostic efficacy of CA19-19 and HEYL mRNA level for tumor OS, stage and recurrence. 
Log-rank tests were used to determine statistical significance in (E). (D) The results are shown as the mean ± SEM. *P < .05; **P < .01; 
***P < .001
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expression level of HEYL indicated dismal survival out-
comes for OS and DFS (P < .05; Figure 4E, Figure S2).

We then explored the significance of HEYL on clinico-
pathological prediction comparing with another GC serum 
biomarker CA19-9. In bioproven GC individuals, the HEYL 
mRNA and serum CA19-9 levels (kU/L) were used to con-
struct a ROC curve to fully calculate the predicting accuracy 
for GC stage, OS, and tumor recurrence estimation. As a re-
sult, HEYL exhibits higher diagnostic power than CA19-9 
for patient's recurrence risk prediction (P < .05; Figure 4F). 
In conclusion, the HEYL is a potential prognostic and diag-
nostic biomarker for gastric cancer, and high expression of 
HEYL correlates with the activation of oncogenic signaling 
pathways in tumor.

3.5 | HEYL exerts oncogenic activities in 
gastric cancer in vitro and in vivo

Our former investigations have revealed the correlation be-
tween HEYL expression with TME components and clini-
cal significations in gastric cancer, whereas absently known 
about the detail molecular function of HEYL in gastric can-
cer cell behaviors. We first utilized two independent siRNAs 
targeting HEYL (Figure S3A, Table S3) and found knock-
down of HEYL markedly restrained proliferation and migra-
tion of these gastric cancer cells (Figure 5A). Consistently, 
the stably knockdown of HEYL in cells HGC-27 and AGS 
dramatically inhibited proliferation and migration property 
using clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 

F I G U R E  5  HEYL exerts oncogenic activities in GC. (A) Colony formation assays (up) and transwell migration assays (down) for HGC-27 
and AGS cells transfected with HEYL siRNAs or negative control siRNA. (B) Colony formation assays (up) and transwell migration assays (down) 
for HGC-27 and AGS cells infected with the HEYL knockdown sgRNAs or control sgRNA lentivirus. (C) Colony formation assays (up) and 
transwell migration assays (down) for HGC-27 and AGS cells infected with HEYL overexpression lentivirus or GFP control. (D) Xenograft tumors 
in nude mice. (E-F) The knockdown of HEYL reduced the (E) weight and (F) volume of xenograft tumors (n = 6 mice per group). Values represent 
the mean ± SEM, (A-C) n = 3 and (D-F) n = 6. *P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001
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repeats (CRISPR) deletion systems (Figure S3B, Figure 5B, 
Table S3). Overexpression of HEYL significantly promotes 
the carcinogenic process in vitro (Figure 5C; Figure S3C). 
To detect the significance of HEYL on tumorigenicity, 
HEYL deficient and control AGS cells were subcutane-
ously injected into the flanks of 6-week-old nude mice, 
which were monitored closely for tumor growth for nearly 
4  weeks. Notably, knockdown of HEYL level observably 
decrease tumorigenicity in nude mice (Figure  5D), as de-
termined by tumor weight (Figure  5E) and tumor size 
(Figure 5F). Collectively, these results manifest that HEYL 
promotes gastric cancer cell metastasis in vitro and growth 
both in vitro and in vivo.

3.6 | HEYL regulates CDH11 expression 
under transcriptional level

To evaluate the contributions of HEYL for gastric cancer 
progression, we conducted HEYL knockdown AGS cells 
to undergo RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) technology. We 

identified 229 upregulated genes and 297 downregulated 
genes (fold-change >2). In order to explore the connec-
tion of HEYL expression with signaling pathways, we ar-
ranged the RNA-seq profile and found that knockdown of 
HEYL is positively correlated with EMT, Wnt/beta-catenin 
pathways (Figure  6A). Meanwhile, we analyzed the ex-
pressional correlation inside RNA-seq dataset to select po-
tential downstream targets of HEYL. The downregulated 
targets influenced by HEYL were chosen and undertake to 
the analysis of expressional correlation under their mRNA 
levels with HEYL mRNA levels in TCGA-STAD data-
base (Figure  S4). Among them, CDH11 exhibits one of 
the highest expressional correlation with HEYL (R = 0.68; 
Figure 6B), and we also found their positively expressional 
correlation in our GC cohort (R = 0.38; Figure 6C). To au-
thenticate the expressional regulation under transcriptional 
level, we designed the specific primers targeting CDH11 
promoter. As a result, we found HEYL was enriched on 
the CDH11 promoter (Figure  6D). Using real-time PCR 
and immunoblotting analyses, we also uncovered knock-
down of HEYL decreased the mRNA and protein levels of 

F I G U R E  6  HEYL regulates CDH11 expression under the transcriptional level. (A) Cancer hallmark enrichment of downexpressed genes for 
AGS cells infected with HEYL knockdown sgRNAs or negative control. (B-C) Expressional correlation between HEYL and CDH11 under mRNA 
levels in TCGA-STAD database and GC samples. (D) ChIP-qPCR validation for HEYL enrichment on CDH11 promoter in HGC-27 and AGS 
cells. (E) RT-qPCR and immunoblotting for CDH11 mRNA expression levels and protein levels transfected with HEYL siRNAs or control siRNA 
in AGS cells. (F) RT-qPCR and immunoblotting for CDH11 mRNA expression levels and protein levels infected with HEYL knockdown sgRNAs 
or control sgRNA lentivirus in AGS cells. (G) RT-qPCR and immunoblotting for CDH11 mRNA expression levels and protein levels infected with 
HEYL overexpression lentivirus or GFP control. (D-G) Values represent the mean ± SEM, n = 3. *P < .05; **P < .01
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CDH11 in AGS cells (Figure  6E-F), and overexpression 
of HEYL upregulates CDH11 mRNA levels and protein 
levels (Figure  6G, Table  S4). Taken together, these data 
suggest CDH11 as a downstream target of HEYL in gastric 
cancers.

3.7 | CDH11 correlates with poor 
outcomes and promotes gastric cancer 
progression

Cadherin 11 (CDH11) encodes a transmembrane protein, 
regulates cell fate decisions 13 and extracellular matrix syn-
thesis.14 In human cancer, CDH11 promotes tumor develop-
ment via controlling NF-κB, EMT, and Wnt/beta-catenin 
pathways.15-17 Several studies have highlighted the clinical 
implications and molecular functions of CDH11 in gastric 
cancer. We also searched the mRNA expression of CDH11 in 
our independent cohort of gastric tissues and found CDH11 
was upregulated in gastric samples compared with adjacent 
nontumor gastric tissues (Figure 7A). Additionally, the up-
regulation of CDH11 positively correlated with the patient's 
poor OS and DFS rate (P  <  .05; Figure  7B, Figure  S5). 
Importantly, overexpression of CDH11 could rescue the ma-
lignant behavior of HEYL-knockdown gastric cancer cells 

(Figure  7C-D). Collectively, these data demonstrate that 
CDH11 was upregulated in gastric cancer and as an oncogene 
to promote gastric cancer progression via transcriptional reg-
ulation by HEYL.

3.8 | Discussions

The tumor stromal constituents, including stroma-related 
cells, proteins, and signaling pathways, represented as vital 
fractions for tumor initiation, progression, and metasta-
sis.11,18,19 Cancer development and progression onset in 
concert with transformation in the circumambient stroma, 
and tumor cells can functionally change their microenviron-
ment through the secretion of various cytokines, chemokines, 
and other factors.20-22 The interaction between cancer cells 
and the surrounding stromal components eventually results 
in an environment that promotes tumor development and 
progression.

Several studies have shown that transcription factors were 
aberrantly overexpressed in diverse human cancers which act 
as oncogenes for tumor development and TME remodeling, 
and have recently emerged as attractive targets for cancer 
therapy.23,24 For instance, STAT3, Snail, ZEB1, and Twist1 
were described as epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition 

F I G U R E  7  CDH11 correlates with poor outcomes and promotes gastric cancer progression in vitro. (A) CDH11 mRNA levels were 
quantified in 117 pairs of gastric tissues and adjacent nontumor tissues. (B) Kaplan-Meier curves of overall survival in 117 gastric patients 
validated by CDH11 mRNA expression levels. (C-D) (C) Colony formation assays and (D) Transwell migration assays for HGC-27 and AGS cells 
transfected with HEYL siRNA mix, HEYL siRNA mix plus CDH11 overexpression plasmids or negative control siRNA. (B) Log-rank tests were 
used to determine statistical significance. (A; C-D) The results are shown as the mean ± SEM. *P < .05; ***P < .001
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transcription factors (EMT-TFs). These TFs involved in con-
trolling global plasticity programs, affecting cell stemness and 
cell fate, and promoting coordinated cell plasticity changes in 
tumor parenchyma and stroma, ultimately, accelerated tumor 
metastasis and led to poor cancer prognosis.25-27 The new in-
formation suggested that the underlying regulatory TFs can 
be envisioned as essential metastasis and carcinogenesis-pro-
moting molecules, thereby enabling coordinated plasticity 
programs in parenchyma and stroma compartments in TME. 
We carried out a combination of transcriptomic analysis for 
TME subtypes estimation on TCGA-STAD cohort and re-
vealed a functional TME regulator HEYL which correlated 
with stromal component accumulation and activation of can-
cer-related signatures in gastric cancer.

HEYL was identified as a basic helix-loop-helix tran-
scription factor and a direct target of Notch signaling that 
promotes neuronal differentiation in neural stem cells and 
specifically correlates with EMT in heart tissue.28,29 HEYL 
could also form heterodimeric complexes with HES1, an 
oncogene in many cancer types including gastric cancer, 
to regulate gene expression under transcription level.30 We 
first identified HEYL was upregulated in gastric cancer tis-
sues and correlated with poor outcomes for GC patients. We 
also uncovered HEYL represents a promising diagnostic 
biomarker, compared with traditional biomarker CA19-9 in 
gastric cancer recurrence. Meanwhile, molecular functions 
revealed HEYL promotes GC carcinogenesis via regulating 
CDH11 under the DNA level.

Previous studies have demonstrated CDH11 controls cell 
fated decisions and promotes cancer development. In our 
works, CDH11 is also highly expressed in GC tissues and rep-
resents poor survival of GC patients. Furthermore, CDH11 was 
regulated by HEYL and rescued oncogenic behavior in HEYL 
deficient gastric cancer cells. Importantly, emerging evidence 
has found CDH11 was significantly increased in the human tu-
moral stroma and regulates collagen and elastin synthesis.14,31 
Therefore, elucidating the crucial functions and regulatory 
mechanism of CDH11 in tumor stromal cells in future studies 
is important for understanding the progression of gastric cancer.

4 |  CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we first represent the quantified TME infil-
tration pattern remodeling by TFs in TCGA-STAD cohort. 
Notably, we found HEYL is upregulated and correlated with 
dismal prognosis in gastric cancer patients. Meanwhile, 
HEYL enhances carcinogenesis and metastasis through ac-
tivating cancer-related signaling pathways by regulating 
CDH11 expression level in GC cells. Our findings demon-
strated the important roles of HEYL in GC progression and 
indicated HEYL represents a potential prognostic and thera-
peutic target in gastric cancer.
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